
 

 

 

 

fine Expression in Darmstadt has been providing translations from and into just about every 

language in the world for years. We harness innovative technology to a native speaker’s grasp and 

intuitive understanding, and combine all this with expert knowledge. By offering individual and 

tailored language solutions to all industries throughout the world, we can deliver languages in all 

formats to help our customers reach their global goals. 

 

We are looking for a native English speaker to become the latest member of our highly motivated 

and talented team. 

 

Full-time translator with native English, 
 

someone who can bring the drive and the passion needed to break down language and cultural 

barriers in order to produce high-quality translations for the wide variety of industries on our 

impressive customer list. 

 

What can you expect of us? 

 

 To translate from German into English in all things marketing/business/technology/IT 

 To edit and proofread translations from your team members and to revise customer texts 

 To manage terminology databases and contribute to client-specific glossaries  

 To undertake research in various subject areas 

 To liaise with customers on questions of content and to work with customers on site 

 To contribute and co-operate as part of the team and to work with external translators across 

the world 

 

What can we expect from you? 

 

 Previous experience in translation across many topics and areas 

 A native English speaker with excellent German skills 

 Superlative knowledge of the English language in terms of content, grammar, terminological 

consistency and orthography 

 An excellent understanding of CAT tools 

 Self-reliance, reliability and someone who is dynamic and inquisitive 

 Work which is accurate and efficient 

 Someone who is open-minded to new technologies and topics 

 A quick learner with a flair for language and style 

Do you have what it takes to join our team? Do you want to be a part of our success? 

 

Then send your full, digital application to our CEO and Owner Mr. Fritz-Vietta at: 

recruiting@fine-expression.com 

 

fine Expression 

Dolivostr. 9 

64293 Darmstadt 

www.fine-expression.com 
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